PASSION NETWORKS
Romantic novel

Raquel Antúnez Cazorla
Meritxell and Ariadna are caught inside a police investigation
filling their lives with love and thrill.

Synopsis
Meritxell and Ariadna are journalists and friends who see themselves unwillingly involved in
the police investigation of the most-wanted serial killer of recent times. Meanwhile different
conflicts emerge filling their lives with passion, love, suspense and intrigue. Will they catch
the Killer of the Bite?
San Antonio and Santa Catalina are two cities that will be deeply united by a series of events
that will make the entire country shake. The protagonists of the plot, Meritxell and Adriana,
share friendship although they are very different. Meritxell, a married woman who works at
a newspaper, shall begin a special relationship with her young assistant. Adriana, more restless and eager to rise professionally, will use all her resources to mingle with the police and
try to find out everything about another murderer. The friendship between the two will be
resentful; Meritxell will find refuge in her young friend, and in the course of police inquiries,
all gradually coming together an unexpected conclusion will appear. A surprising romantic
thriller narrated by two voices, a perfect mix of suspense and passion.
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Raquel Antunez parents’ immigrated in Venezuela, where she was born,
although a few months later his family returned to Las Palmas, where she
was raised and has lived ever since. Since very little she has been an addicted to reading, especially in high school, where she was also devoted to
writing, resulting in her final year in the book Contra los Límites. Years later
she selfpublished Las tarántulas venenosas no siempre devoran a los dioses griegos. In 2014, she published her last novel ¡A otra con ese cuento!.
In November 2012 she published in Tombooktu Publishing House Redes
de Pasión a thriller with a romantic twist. It had a great success among the
readers, giving as a result this relaunching.

ISBN ebook...................978-84-9967-380-6

Sales pitch

ISBN POD .....................978-84-1669-215-6

-Passion Networks is a contemporary romantic novel with elements of action and of a thriller.
Two friends, Meritxell and Ariadna, investigating a criminal case, lead the novel.
-Passion Networks is a love story mixed with a police investigation. An excellent plot that is
intertwined with two love stories filled with desire and eroticism, with action and suspense,
resulting from the case that the two friends investigate.
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Related books

-Literary Models: the main sources of literary inspiration of the author are novelists such as
Camila Läckberg or Mary Jungsted, although in Passion Networks romance has more weight.
In this sense her literature resembles that of Olivia Ardey, V. C. Andrews and Laura Nuño.
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-Raquel Antúnez is an author from Venezuela specialised in romantic literature. She published
her first novel at High School, Contra los Límites. Since then she has not stopped writing, an
example is the novel Las tarántulas venenosas no siempre devoran a los dioses griegos. She
is a great promoter of her work on social networks, and also of romantic literature in Spanish.
In addition to her dedication to this genre, she is a versatile writer able to successfully mix
other genres. Proof of this is the Passion Networks, a romantic novel with the best ingredients
of the thriller.

